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PROCLAMATION NO. 632/2009 

 
A PROCLAMATION TO PROVIDE FOR 
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE SERVICES 

 

WHEREAS, it has become necessary to define 

the role of public and private employment agencies in 

employment exchange; 

 

WHEREAS, it has particularly become 

necessary to further protect the rights, safety and 
dignity of Ethiopians going abroad for employment in 

pursuance to their qualification and ability; 

WHEREAS,  it has become necessary to revise 

the existing Private Employment Agency Proclamation 

No. 104/1998 to strengthen the mechanism for 

monitoring and regulating domestic and overseas 

employment exchange services; 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with 

Article 55(1) of the Constitution of the Federal 

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, it is hereby 

proclaimed as follows:  

 

PART ONE 
GENERAL  

 
1. Short Title 

This Proclamation may be cited as the 

“Employment Exchange Services  Proclamation 

No. 632/2009” 
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    הጓץُהጓץُהጓץُהጓץُ                ....2222
    

የgִ �ግץُ ֶַ ;ֹוጉו የגያרጠው ካֲָ= 
 ዚֱ �ዋጅ ው�ጥ፤$ ץׂשـ�$

 
1/ “የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ”ת

�א ֳُדግٍםዊ �ካָ ያֲָ=� $ׂשጥ 
�א עዘዋዋـ$ =ֲ וٍገድ ከـףט	ው 
ገ�ዘ; kይׂש$ָ፣ 

 
l/ የףם ውִ ـዋዋይ ወገ��ֲאֳֹו  

$�ገץ ው�ጥ ـףט �ףם	� 
የדገ��ُ፣ ወይו  
 

ֳ/ ከـףט	ው ጋץ የףם ውָ וו� 
�ው	ـףט ግנድד$ ُ= $�ገץ 
ው�ጥ ወይו $ውጭ �ገףםֳ ץ 
 ፣;נDדው የר 	ـ�מֳ

�ገָግֹُ የרגጥ ወይו እ=ዚֱ� 
�ገָግֹِ٤ �ጣצו የרגጥ רው =ው፣ 

 
2/ “ፈgድ” ֳُד $ግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ 

 ያ�٤ָגየ ُףדראֳ ይֶ ףם ُ= �
�ግֳֹו ;ֹוው ָםֳֹוጣ� ֳግָ ףם� 
 ጥ የ;gُרגየ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט
 ው፣= ׂُשנወ ץ�ክוጋገጫ የנד

 
 ጉዳይ 	ـףט �עט�$ ֳُד ”עט�“ /3

�ዋጅ ּׁשጥ6)(7/09&(3 ץ+ የרـጠው 
 ዋָ፣נ*ይ וጉץُ

 
 ጉዳይ 	ـףט �עט�$ ֳُד ”	ـףט“ /4

�ዋጅ ּׁשጥ6)(7/09&(3 ץ የרـጠው ُץ 
ጉו እ�ደـጠ$ׂש ֲ* እ�ደ�ግףם ּשֹו 
ፈֶጊ� ፣ָףוይጨ ו

 
5/ “�ግֹו; ያֳው ָםֳֹוጣ� סu�َג ֳُד ”

ወይו $ክָָ የـףט �ער�	 ጉዳይ ׁጎ٤� 
የד�ፈጸו ٪ֶፊ=ُ የרـጠው �ካָ =ው፣ 

 
 ዊף$٭ד �	ـףטየ ֳُד ”ץu�َג“ /6

ጉዳይ גu�َץ =ው፣ 
 
�א“ /7ግٍםዊ የُעו� ףם �ገָግֹُ” 

�ጣָםֳֹו ውֳֹו ;ֹו�ግ ֳُד ֳግָ 
 ፈgድ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם
የא�ጠُ፣ የאከָٍـ� የּבאጣጠץ እ� 
ዲF7ُ וዮጵያውያ� $ውጭ �ገׂשـ ץጥ 
�እ ُףםא ውנዲג$ ٤ִu�َס ፈgድ 
የא�ጠُ እ� $ዚֱ �ዋጅ የֳאـከً 
ַֹ٤ �ገָግֹِ٤� ይጨָףו፣ 

  
 
 

 

2. Definitions  

 

In this Proclamation, unless the context otherwise 

requires: 

1/ “private employment agency” means any person, 
independent of government bodies, which performs 
any one or all of the following employment services 
without directly or indirectly receiving payments 

from workers: 

a) services of matching offers of and 

application for local employment without 

being a party to the employment contract; 

 

b) services of making a worker available 

locally or abroad to a third party by 
concluding a contract of employment 

with such a worker; 

 

  

2/ “license” means a certificate of competence 

issued by the competent authority to a private 

employment agency enabling the agency to 

engage in providing employment exchange 

services; 

 

3/ “employer” means shall have the meaning as 
defined in the Labour Proclamation No. 

.377/2003; 

4/ “worker” means shall have the meaning as 

defined in the Labour Proclamation No. 

377/2003, and includes job seekers as 

appropriate; 

 

5/ “competent authority” means the Ministry or a 

regional authority responsible for the 

implementation of the labour law in the region; 

6/ “Ministry” means the Ministry of Labour and 

Social Affairs; 

 

7/ “public employment service” means the 

service of issuance of license to private 

employment agencies, monitoring and 

supervision of such agencies and the issuance 

of work permit by the Ministry to citizens to 

work abroad, and includes other services 

provided in this Proclamation; 

  

 

 
4¹þ7)^6 
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 ףם ֳُד ”ُ��ገד 	ـףט �ףם“ /8

ፈֶጊ��ד �ከ�ወגየ ץጠׂש�דֳ ףם  
	ውـ וግֲת ץֹו� የgָ ወይו የጽFፍ 
�ֶאָו፣ የֹוዝገוያ፣ የּׂשወٍ�ד� 
የוደֹו� ፣ָףוይጨ ُףֹוግـ 

 
�እ ֳُד ”ውר 	ـ�מ “ /9ደ �ግעט� ּשֹו 

ወይו �ገָግֹُ� =የֲ גጠgـ ٢; 
 ው =ው፣ר

 
�ד ֳُד ”ውר“ /0	ውו የـፈጥר צው 

ወይו $ׁግ የרው=ُ א;ُ የרـጠው 
�ካָ =ው፤ 

 
�ד /01	ውו $ወ�ድ ጾٍ የـገֳጸው �=ጋገץ 

 ፡፡ָףוይጨ ו�ُױ
 
3333....            የـፈጻג=ُ ወר�   የـፈጻג=ُ ወר�   የـፈጻג=ُ ወר�   የـፈጻג=ُ ወר�       
 

1/ ይֱ �ዋጅ $ግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ 
��א$ וወይ תግٍםዊ የُעום ףם 
�ገָግֹُ ד�ካይ=ُ ֳףם ወደ ውጭ �ገץ 
 ዋָ፡፡נ*ይ ُ=גፈፃـ ድ 7ُዮጵያዊ ֶይְג$

 
2/   የአሠሪና ሠራተኛ ጉዳይ አዋጅ ቁጥር 3)&7/09)(6 

አንቀጽ  3//2//መ/ ቢኖርም፣ ይህ አዋጅ ለትርፍ 
በሚካሄድ ሥራ ላይ ላልተመሠረተ የግል አገልግሎት 
ሥራ ላይ ለመቀጠር ወደ ውጭ አገር በሚሄድ 
ኢትዮጵያዊ ላይም ተፈፃሚነት ይኖረዋል፡፡ 

 
3//      ይህ አዋጅ ማንኛውም የግል ሥራና ሠራተኛ አገናኝ 

ኤጀንሲ በሌሎች ሕጎች ያሉበትን ግዴታዎች 
የሚያስቀር አይሆንም፡፡ 

 
    �ፈٍُ ץክץክ ףם �ፈٍُ�ֳ ץክץክ ףם �ፈٍُ�ֳ ץክץክ ףם �ፈٍُ�ֳ ץክץክ ףם ֳ�            ....4444
    

$ዚֱ �ዋጅ ��� ጽ 2ׂשዑ� �� /ֳ/ጽ 1ׂש
የֳאـከـው� �ገָግֹُ $רגጥ ኤጀ� �እ ת
�ד ካከָא 	ـףט$	ውו የـףט �עט�	 
ጉዳይ እ� $ዚֱ �ዋጅ $�� ውרׂשጠـጽ ! የׂש
�ክו שጣא$ ُ;אያُ የג=k ክץክץ $�ዋጅ 
 ይ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡ֵٍ ُנטא 6)(7/09&(3 ץጥּׁש

 
 

ክፍָ Fֳُክፍָ Fֳُክፍָ Fֳُክፍָ Fֳُ    
�ֳግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ�    ፈgድ ףםየ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם ፈgድ�ֳግָ ףםየ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם ፈgድ�ֳግָ ףםየ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם ፈgድ�ֳግָ ףםየ ת

 
5555....        ፈgድ �ֳד�ፈֳጉፈgድ �ֳד�ፈֳጉፈgድ �ֳד�ፈֳጉፈgድ �ֳד�ፈֳጉ    
    

የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� *ֲ ת
 �ካֶُ ִُـከגው ከר ፈָግגየ ُףםאֳ
ፈgድ דውጣُ ይ*ץ$ָٍ፣ 
 
 

 

8/ “employment exchange” means all the 

activities of hiring a job seeker and includes 

advertisement made verbally or in written 

form, enlistment, recruitment and placement; 

 

 9/ “third party” means an employer or a person 

who receives a service only as appropriate; 

  

10/ “person” means any natural or juridical 

person;  

 

11/ any reference to the masculine gender 

includes the feminine. 

 
3.    Scope of Application 

 

1/ This Proclamation shall be applicable to any 
Ethiopian going abroad for employment 

through a private employment agency or a 

public employment service. 

2/ Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-article 

2(d) of Article 3 of the Labour Proclamation 

No. 377/2003, this Proclamation shall also be 

applicable to an Ethiopian going abroad for 

employment to work for personal service of 

non-profit making purposes. 

3/       This Proclamation shall not relieve any 

private employment agency from its 
obligations imposed by other laws. 

4.   Dispute Resolution 

Any labour dispute and violation of rights provided 

in Article 20 of this Proclamation, arising between 

the agency providing a service specified in sub-

article 1(b) of Article 2 of this Proclamation and a 

worker may be settled in accordance with 

Proclamation No.. 377/2003. 

 

 

PART TWO 

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY’S LICENSE 

 
5.  Requirement of License 
 

 Any person who wishes to operate a private 

employment agency shall have to obtain a license 

from: 

 

4¹þ7)^7 
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1/ የـףט �ףם	 �ገ� =ً� �ገָግֹُ 

$ክָָ ው�ጥ የרגጥ ከֲ= ይֱ�� 
�ገָግֹُ $רגጥ$ُ ክָָ ው�ጥ 
�ግֹו; ካֳው ָםֳֹוጣ�፣ 

 
2/ የـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  �ገָግֹً 

7ُዮጵያዊ ـףט	� ከ7ُዮጵያ צጥׂש 
ውጪ ֳـ�מ	ר ው ֳُףדרדֳ ףם 
ከֲ= ከגu�َס፡፡ 

 
6666....            ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳ� ּׁש�    
    

$ዚֱ �ዋጅ ـףט �ףם ُנטא	דֳ ገ��ُ 
የኤጀ� ּׁש; ُ�ግדֳ �ገָግֹُ ፈgድ ُ=ת
የֲג=ው፣ 

 
1/ �ገָግֹً የגከ�ወ=ው $ድץጅً ֳֹו�ُ 

ከֲ= 7ُዮጵያዊ ዜግ=ُ ያֳው ወይו 
$7ُዮጵያ גּה የע*אያ ፈgድ ያֳው 
የውጭ ዜጋ ֲא�፣ ወይו  

 
2/ �ገָግֹً የגከ�ወ=ው $ץֹּלክ� ץ$ֱד፣ 

$�ክתዮ� የግָ =רወـ$ ً=ፊֶ� וወይ ץ$٭ד 
�ֲת ץ$ֱד የ�ግድ ድץጅً� וּהּהדֳ 
የـዋጣው �ክתዮ� ወይא וዋጮ $7ُዮጵያ 
ዊያ� ዜጎ٤ ወይ$7ُ וዮጵያ גּה የע*אያ 
ፈgድ ያֳው የውጭ ዜጋ ;٢ የـያዘ ֲא�፣  

ይ*ץ$ָٍ፡፡ 
 
7777....            ፈgድ ֳדግ�ُ ֹْוֳֶ� ֶُחאው FGٍዎ٤ፈgድ ֳדግ�ُ ֹْוֳֶ� ֶُחאው FGٍዎ٤ፈgድ ֳדግ�ُ ֹْוֳֶ� ֶُחאው FGٍዎ٤ፈgድ ֳדግ�ُ ֹْוֳֶ� ֶُחאው FGٍዎ٤    
        

1/ $ዚֱ �ዋጅ ُנטא $ግָ ףט �ףם 
 ያגየ ُףםאֳ ُ=ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـ
�ד ክֳُא	ውר וው የגከִُـ� 
 -:ָٍ$ץ*ይ ֶُחד

 
l/ የףם ፈgድ ֳדውጣُ የנׂש$ የጥ 

ያ� ָאדከ٢፣ 
 
ֳ/ $ኤጀ� ُףדראֳ ይֶ ףם ُ=ת

የגያ�٤ֳው የ�ግድ וዝገֹו ያֳው 
��ֲא የגያkይ נ�דጃ የדDנ;፣ 

 
 ውጣُדֳ ፈgድ ףםየ ካ٠ָא� /ּ

የጠየׂשው $שף፣ $ץֹּלክ�፣ $�ክתዮ� 
ወይו �ֶፊ=ً $ـወר= የግָ ץ$٭ד 
�የ אּהּהـֳ ُנטאግድ ֲת ץ$٭ד� 
 ገׁ$ ֶֹُו� ס$٭דየ וወይ ካ٠ָא�
ወጥ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ� =ُ ወይו 
$ׁገ ወጥ የרዎ٤ ዝውውץ $ወ�ጀָ 
የׂשـጣ ወይו የׂשـጡ �ֳْ�ֲאው� 
የגያנጋግጥ ከፖֵ� נ�דጃ የדDנ;፣ 

 
 

 

 

1/ the regional authority responsible for the 

employment service if the employment 

service is rendered within a region; or 

 

2/ the Ministry if the employment service is to 
hire and send abroad an Ethiopian worker to a 

third party. 

 

6.     Eligibility to Obtain License 

Any person shall be eligible to obtain private 

employment agency’s license in accordance with 

this Proclamation:  

 

1/ where such business is to be carried on by an 

individual, an Ethiopian citizen or a foreigner 

who has a permanent residence permit; 

  

2/     where such business is to be carried on by a 

partnership, share company or a private 

limited company, the shares or contributions 

of the capital are owned by Ethiopian citizens 

or a foreigner who has a permanent residence 

permit. 

 
 

7.     Pre-conditions to Obtain License 

 

1/   Any person who applies to operate a private 

employment agency in accordance with this 

Proclamation shall fulfill the following: 

 

a)       present an application for license; 

 

b)   present a document that shows he has a 

business registration for the operation of a 

private employment service; 

 

c) where the agency is owned by an 
individual, partnership, share company or 

private limited company, the applicant or 

the members shall submit clearance from 

the police to show he or they have never 

engaged in an illegal employment activity 

or human trafficking; 
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�ይֱ /א �ዋጅ ُנטא �ድץጎ $ג 
ወጣው ደ�; የـወר=ው� የፈgድ 
ክፍያ �ግֹו; ֳֶው ָםֳֹוጣ� የא 
ክፈָ፣  

 
�סዋDא ጃጀُנየ�ደ /ט የגያkይ ץ٢ 

ُ� $ግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ� =ُ 
�ውףם የ٠ֹֹו� סרג� ዝץዝץ 
የדDנ;፣ 

 
�ካ٠ָא�የ /נ� የወኪִ� የףם� የא 

 ጋገጫנד ُ=ُ�ֳֹו ָךףያ �ድע*
ወይו ኪףይ ከֲ= የኪףይ ውָ የג 
ያkይ נ�דጃ የדDנ;፣ 

 
 �ግ እנድדֳ ክָُُ ףם ውצּתֳ /ר

የבያ וክץ �ገָግֹُ ֳא�ጠُ 
የבֳֹו ٤ִגያዎאא ٤ደּש� �ד 
 �፣ እ;נDדጃ የנ

 
 ;ֹו�ግ �רወגያ የעאא$ ٤ַֹ /₪

�ጣָםֳֹו ውֳֹו የגጠየנא ּׁשጃ 
ዎ٤� የדDנ;፡፡ 

 
�	ـףט /2 ወደ ውጭ �ገףםֳ ץ የגያ 

� ጽׂש�� ዚֱ$ ካ٤ָא� ףדרዑ� �� 
 ـከגየ עדጨـ$ ከֳًُאـጽ /1/ ከׂש
ִُ� -፡ָٍ$ץ*ይ ֶُחד 

 
 
l/ ـףט	� ወኪָ ץክ$ُ �ገָג$ 

የרየֲא א�� ወኪִ $ףט �ףם 
 ፍـkאֳ ይֶ ףם ُ= ��ገ 	ـ
የגያ�٤ָ ከֳאגከـው �ካָ 
ፈgድ ያֳው �ֲֳא� የנـጋገጠ 
 ፣;נDדጃ የנ�ד

 
 ֶחـየ ץክ$ُ �ገָג$ �	ـףט /ֳ

 ጠֳያאግ;� የוጊዜያዊ የ �צּת
�ገָግֹُ �ֳ$7ُ ס*אዮጵያ 
ኤתֹוו ወይּב ו��ֶ ጽׁፈُ �ُ 
የנـጋገጠ נ�דጃ דDנ;፣ 

 
 �צּת ֶחـው�ጥ የ ץ�ገ$ ካ٤ָא� /ּ

የDድא Dጥץ� የDድُעו� א 
የוክץ �ገָግֹُ א�ጫ ֶًחד� 
 עጣጣּבـ ድ$ውאג$ סu�َג
የנדጋገጥ፣ እ�  

 
 ֳאـጽ !3 የׂש�� ዚֱ �ዋጅ$ /א

ከـው� የዋـ�� ግዴٍ ֶًחד� 
የגያkይ נ�דጃ የדDנ;፡፡ 

 
 

 

d) pay a license fee to the competent 

authority as prescribed by regulations 

issued in accordance with this 

Proclamation; 

e) present a chart that shows the 
organizational structure and the list of 

members involved in the employment 

service activities; 

f) present evidence that shows ownership of 

the business premises and residence of the 

applicant and his agent, or in case of 

lease, contract of the lease; 

g) present evidence that shows the 

deployment of the required staff to 

supervise the office and provide a service 
of occupational orientation; 

h) present other relevant documents as may 

be required by the competent authority as 

specified by directives. 

2/  An applicant who wishes to operate a private 

employment agency that engages in overseas 

employment exchange service shall, in 

addition to the requirements specified under 

sub-article (1) of this Article, fulfill the 

following: 

 
a) submit an authenticated document 

showing that he has appointed a 

representative in the country where he 

sends workers, and that the appointed 

person has a license to engage in 

employment exchange activity from the 

concerned authority; 

b) submit an evidence, verified by the 

embassy or consular office in the country 

to which the private employment agency 

sends workers, showing the existence of a 

sufficient office and a facility that 
provides temporary food and sheltering 

services; 

c) have a fully equipped office within the 

country, a place to provide a service of 

per-employment and pre- recruitment 

orientation as verified by an inspector 

appointed by the Ministry; 

 

d) fulfill the requirement of guarantee in 

accordance with Article 23 of this 

Proclamation. 
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8888....            ፈgድ �ֳא�ጠُፈgድ �ֳא�ጠُፈgድ �ֳא�ጠُፈgድ �ֳא�ጠُ    
 

$ዚֱ �ዋጅ �� ግדֳ ፈgድ ُנטא ጽ 7ׂש
�ُ የגያ$ּׁש FGٍዎֶٍْחא ٤ው እ�ደـ 
 ካ٠ָא�ֳ �ጣָםֳֹו ያֳው ;ֹוጋገጠ �ግנ
ፈgድ ይרጣָ፡፡  

 
9999....            ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳֶ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳֶ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳֶ� ּׁש�ֳፈgድ ;ֲאֳֶ� ּׁש�    
 

�ד /1	ውָא� וካ٤፣ 
 

l/ $שף ወይָֹו� ו $ֲ=$ُ የץֹּלክ� ወይו 
٪ֶፊ=ً የـወר= የግָ ץ$٭ד ወይו 
የዲפክץ� ٤צـድ ָֹו� $ֲ=$ُ �ክתዮ� 
 �ףם የግָ אּהּהـካ =ُ የד� ץ$٭ד
�ይֱ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ዋጅ ወይו 
�ዋጁ��٤�ገው የወጡ ደץ�ድ ُנטא � 
ወይעאא וያዎ٤� ፈgዱ ףםጣ� የא$ 
�ግֳֹו ;ֹוው ָםֳֹוጣ� የנרـዘ$ُ 
ከֲ=፣  

 
ֳ/ $ׁገወጥ ـףט �ףם	ד ገ��ُ ወይו 

$ׁገወጥ የרዎ٤ ዝውውו ףם ץክ�ያُ 
$ወ�ጀָ ድץጊُ የׂשـጣ ከֲ=፣ ወይו 

 
ּ/ $ዚֱ ��� ጽׂשዑ� �� ُשׂשጠـ$ /ጽ /1ׂש

የወ�ጀָ ድץጊِـ ٤ከ׳ ጉዳዩ ָםጣ� 
ֳֶው የፍׁُ �ካָ ٍא$ �ץׂשየُ ֶይ 
ከֲ= ጉዳዩ የፍץድ ውkG እ�ኪרጥ ድנ�፣ 

 ֳግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ፈgድ ُ=ת
 ፡፡ו��ይֲ ּׁש;

 
2/ $ዚֱ ��� ጽׂשዑ� �� ከֳאـጽ 1/l/ የׂש

� ጽ 06ׂש�� ው ገደ; $ዚֱ �ዋጅـዑ� 
���ውـከֳאـጽ 2/$/ የׂש ግዴٍ דֳֹו 
 ካ٤ָא� �ُ$ዘנרـፈgዱ የ ֶُח
�ይֳאከُו፡፡ 

 
0000....            �ֳፈgድ ዕድkُ�ֳፈgድ ዕድkُ�ֳፈgድ ዕድkُ�ֳፈgድ ዕድkُ    
    

1/ $ዚֱ �ዋጅ ُנטא የרגጥ ፈgድ $የዓ 
 ደ� ይֲ�ָ፡፡ٍגየ ًא

 
2/ የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ףםየ ת

ፈgድ ֳדkደ� የגከִُـ� ֶُחד 
ይ*ץ$ָٍ:- 

 
l/ ፈgዱ ጸ�ِ የּבגይ$ُ የጊዜ ገደ; 

ከּׁשֳד ከ��ድ ወץ $ፊُ የዕድkُ 
ጥያ� ָאדከ٢ የדDנ;፣ 

 
 
 
 
 

 

8.    Issuance of License 

 

The competent authority shall, upon the fulfillment 

of the required conditions specified under Article 

7 of this Proclamation, issue a license to the 
applicant. 

9.     Disqualification 

1/ Any applicant shall not be eligible for a 

private employment agency’s license where: 

a) the license of a private employment 

agency established by himself, a 

partnership or private limited company 

of which he was a member or a share 

company where he was a member of its 

board of directors has been revoked for 

violating this Proclamation or regulations 

or directives issued hereunder; 

 

b) he was punished for his engagement in 

an illegal employment activity or for 

human trafficking; or 

c) he is accused for a crime provided for in 

sub-article (1) of this Article and the case 

is pending before a court of law, until 

such time a final judgment is rendered. 

 

2/ The restriction provided for under sub-article 

(1) (a) of this Article may not be applicable 
to an applicant whose license has been 

revoked for failure to comply with the 

requirements specified in sub-article (2) (j) 

of Article 16 of this Proclamation.. 

 

10.   Renewal of License  

1/  A license issued in accordance with this 

Proclamation shall be renewed every year. 

 

2/     A private employment agency has to fulfill 

the following requirements to renew its 

license: 

a) submit an application for the renewal 

of the license one month prior to its 

expiry; 
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ֳ/ $ዚֱ �ዋጅ ��� ጽ 9ׂשዑ� �� ጽׂש

1/ֳ/ ከـጠُשׂש የወ�ጀָ ድץጊِ٤ 
=ፃ ֲֳא� ከֳאגከـው �ካָ נ�דጃ 
የדDנ;፣   

 
ּ/ የወኪִ� የٍደר የ�ግድ ፈgድ נ�דጃ 

የדDנ;፣ 
 

 ፣וፈጸאየፈgድ ዕድkُ ክፍያ የ /א
 
 �ُץፖע ;የ�k נאנאـየ �אየዘ /ט

ግ;ץ የـከፈֳ �ֳנ�ד �ֲאጃ 
የדDנ;፣ እ�  

 
 �ውْףדרֶ� ץወደ ውጭ �ገ ףםֳ /נ

 �ጠgֶይ �٤ـףט ُשֳאـֳ�
 ፡፡;נDדጃ የנא

 
3/ $ዚֱ ��� ጽׂשዑ� �� ֳאـጽ /2/ የׂש

ከًُ� ኤጀ� የዕድkُ ֶُחד$ ውת
ጥያ�ው $נׂש$ $��ድ ወץ ጊዜ ው�ጥ 
�ግֹו; ያֳው ָםֳֹוጣ� ውkG א�ጠُ 
�ֳ$ُ፡፡ 

 

4/ የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ת
ፈgዱ� $ወDً kያkድ� ከנׂש ፈgዱ ጸ�ِ 
የּבגይ$ُ ጊዜ ׂשג$ ׂשֳֹוጥִُ ُ�מ 
ወُף ው�ጥ የእድkُ ክፍያው� $የወס �ያ 
�ክፈָ ፈgዱא$ Dጣُ עדጨـ$ ِא$ 
ֵያkድ� ይ٤ֶָ፡፡ 

 
00001111....        የףם ፈgድ ֳֶـ�דፍ ክָከֶየףם ፈgድ ֳֶـ�דፍ ክָከֶየףם ፈgድ ֳֶـ�דፍ ክָከֶየףם ፈgድ ֳֶـ�דፍ ክָከֶ    
 

�ד	ውר וው �ግֳֹו ;ֹוው ָםֳֹוጣ� የרـ 
ጠው� የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ת
የףם ፈgዱ $ו� ـ�ד ֳֶַ ዓይ=ُ FGٍ ו
ֳֶፍ ክָክָ =ው፡፡ ֲ*ו የ�ግድ ድץጅً 
$ግֳר; የאּהּהـ ከֲ=� ግֳּשר ከףםֳ ـז 
ወደ ውጭ �ገץ የֶـኩُ ዜጎא ٤;ُ፣ 
ደ٭�=ُ� ክ;ץ $ዚֱ �ዋጅ דֳ ُנטא�ጠ$D 
 �ጓጎָـ�דֳֶ ץֹוግـ �ውףםየ ٢; ָֹות
የףםው� ጋዊׁ ּשרD $ግֳׂש�ጠדֳ ץֹוግـ 
ወ٤ ף ጠያּׂש=ُ የףם ፈgዱ ֳ=ዚֱ ወ٤ ף 
 ፍ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡ֳֶـֵ

    
    �ֲאֳ� ��ፈֶጊֲאֳ� ��ፈֶጊֲאֳ� ��ፈֶጊֲאֳ� ክፈُ �����ፈֶጊא צּת ክፈُא צּת ክፈُא צּת ክፈُא צּת        ....00002222
    

�ד /1	ውו የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  
ኤጀ� ክፈُא צּת ካְጃד ውףםֳ ת
ይ*ץ$ָٍ፡፡ 

 
 
 
 
 

 

b) submit relevant clearance showing that 

it is free from criminal activity as 

provided for in sub-article 1(b) of 

Article 9 of this Proclamation; 

c) submit its representative’s renewed 
license; 

 

d) make payment of license renewal fee; 

 

e) submit its audited annual financial 

report and an evidence showing that it 

has settled its tax obligations; and 

f) present general information on the list 

of deployed and returned workers from 

abroad. 

 

3/     Where the agency fulfills the conditions set in 
sub-article (2) of this Article, the competent 

authority shall give a decision within one 

month from the date of application for 

renewal. 

 

4/     Where an agency fails to apply for renewal of 

its license in due time, it may be allowed to 

renew it within three months from the 

expiry thereof on payment of 20% 

additional renewal fee for each month of 

delay. 
 

 

11.   Non-transferability of License 
 

It is prohibited to transfer a private employment 

agency’s license issued by the competent 

authority; provided however, that in case of death 

of a sole proprietor, the license may be extended to 

his heirs, upon their request, for the mere purpose 

of preventing disruption and winding up of 

operation of the business to protect the rights, 

security and dignity of workers in accordance with 
this Proclamation. 

 

12.   Opening of Office 
    

1/    Any private employment agency shall open an 

office for the operation of its activities. 
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2/ 7ُዮጵያውያ�� ወደ ውጭ ץDጥ ףם$ 

�ገץ የָגክ የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  
ኤጀ� ץክ$ُ �ገָג$ �ው	ـףט ת
Dץ�ጫፍ צּת ወይـ וወካይ ֵ*נው 
ይገָֹו፡፡ 

 
 ው�ጥ ץ�ገ$ ת�ያֳው ኤጀ ץይ �ገֹוׂשـ$ /3

 ዎ٤ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם ִֶ
�וֳ ያֱִ ـወካይ ֲֳא� እ�ደ٤ָג 
 ያ ይወ��ָ፡፡עאא ያወጣውג$ סu�َג

 
4/ ወደ ውጭ �ገףםֳ ץ የגያףדר የግָ 

 ץ�ገ$ ת��ገ�  ኤጀ 	ـףט �ףם
ው�ጥ Dץ�ጫፍ ጽׁፈُ �ُ ከאክፈً 
$ፊُ ከגu�َס ፈgድ דግ�ُ ይ*ץ 
$ָٍ፡፡ 

 
00003333....            ፈgድ� $ግָጽ �ٍ �ֳאׂש�דጥፈgድ� $ግָጽ �ٍ �ֳאׂש�דጥፈgድ� $ግָጽ �ٍ �ֳאׂש�דጥፈgድ� $ግָጽ �ٍ �ֳאׂש�דጥ    
    

�ד	ውו የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ת
$ዚֱ �ዋጅ ُנטא የרـጠው� ፈgድ $ከፈ 
�ግָጽ ֲ* እ ዎ٤ר ٤ֳַֹ צּת ውـዲٍይ 
 ፡፡ָٍ$ץ*ግ ይנድד

 
�צּתצּתצּתצּת        ....00004444���    ץዛወדֳ�ץዛወדֳ�ץዛወדֳ�ץዛወדֳ�    
    

�ד	ውו የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ת
�ውצּת ወደ ֶַ םፍף ከדዛወס $ፊُ 
$Dድגያ �ግֹו; ያֳው� kወDד �ጣָםֳֹו 
ይ*ץ$ָٍ፡፡ 

 
00005555....    �ֳ ወጪ �₪ፋፈ��ֳ ወጪ �₪ፋፈ��ֳ ወጪ �₪ፋፈ��ֳ ወጪ �₪ፋፈ�    
    

1/ $ኤጀ� ـףטው ከעט� ُ= ካד� ውת
	ው Dጥץ ጋـ$ ץያያዘ የגከִُـ� ወጪ 
ዎא ٤₪ፈ� ይ*ץ$ָٍ:- 

 
l/ $ֹוׂשـይ �ገץ የאግּתያ £ዛ፣ 
ֳ/ የደָא ׳ץ� ُኬُ፣ 
ּ/ የףם� የע*אያ ፈgድ ወጪዎ٤፣ 
 �የኮَ ክፍያ፣ እ /א
�٭ድאየ /ט ዋ�ُ� ֹּלፋ�:: 

  
2/ የגከִُـ ወጪዎـףט$ ٤	ው ይ₪ፈ 

�ִ:- 
l/ የፓ�ፖُץ፣ 
ֳ/ $lገץ ው�ጥ የר=ድ נדጋገጫ፣ 
ּ/ የׁክףאץו �ו፣ 
 ፣ֹُוየክُ /א
 ፊኬُ፣ُץר የָደُ /ט
  �ጋገጫ፣ እנד ያ ;gُבየ /נ
�ከወ /רጀָ =ፃ נדጋገጫ נ�דጃ፡፡ 

 

 

2/      A private employment agency which hires 

and deploys Ethiopians abroad for work 

shall have a branch office or a representative 

in the country where he sends workers.   

 
 

3/      The number of local employment exchange 

agencies an agency in a receiving country 

may represent shall be determined by a 

directives to be issued by the Ministry. 

 

4/       A private employment agency that operates 

in sending workers abroad for work shall 

apply for a permission from the Ministry 

before opening a local branch office. 

 

 
 

13.   Displaying of License 
 

Any private employment agency shall display the 

license issued to it in accordance with this 

Proclamation, in its office so that it shall be visible 

to other persons. 

 

14.   Transfer of Office 
 

Any private employment agency shall notify the 
competent authority prior to transferring its office 

to another place.  

 

 

15.    Payment of Costs 
 

1/  An employer shall, through the private 

employment agency, be responsible for the 

payment of the following costs in relation to 

the employment of a worker: 

             

a) visa fee of the country of destination; 
b) round trip ticket; 

c) residence and work permit fees; 

d) embarkation fee; 

e) insurance coverage. 

 

2/   The worker shall be responsible to cover the 

costs of: 

a) issuance of passport; 

b) authentication of documents within the 

country; 

c) medical examination; 
d) vaccination; 

e) birth certificate; 

f) skill testing; and 

g) certificate of clearance from any crime. 
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3/ $ዚֱ ��� ጽׂשዑ� �� ֳאـጽ /2/ የׂש

ከـው የׁክףאץו �ו ከ��ድ ጊዜ $ֶይ 
ከֲ= ወጪው $ኤጀ� ው ይ₪ፈ�ָ፡፡ת

 
 שף$ ףדרـይ ያֶָ ףם$ ው	ـףט /4

�ክו =ֲ$ያُ ካֲָ= $ץׂש $ዚֱ �� ጽׂש
$�ዑ� ���ያወጣው ُנטא /ጽ /2ׂש ወጪ 
የግָ ـףט �ףם	 �ገ�  ኤጀ� ውת
 ፡፡ָٍ$ץ*ካُ ግዴٍ ይـא

 
 ድ ��ፈֶጊְאֳ ץወደ ውጭ �ገ ףםֳ /5

FGٍዎـ ٤ጠׂש�ው ያֳ$ו ּׂשክ�ያُ 
 סከDጥ ףדרይֹו ውףם ው ወደ	ـףט
ጋـ$ ץያያዘ ኤጀ��$ ጽׂש�� ው $ዚֱתዑ� 
���ጽ /1/ ያወጣውׂש ወጪ ـףט	ው 
ይከፍֶָ፡፡ 

 
 

�	
 ���	
 ���	
 ���	
 ��    
�������������������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����� �����    

 
00006666....    ��
 ��� ����  ��! "#$% �������
 ��� ����  ��! "#$% �������
 ��� ����  ��! "#$% �������
 ��� ����  ��! "#$% �����    
 

1/ '()  �* �+� ,$-.��� '�+� 
/0� ��1234 ����� 5$6�7'8 
9�: ;$�:� ��
 ��� ���� 
 ��! "#$% �<3�= ����� 
��>'�
:- 

 
A/ ��:$ 31#1> 'B ��� CDE� 

�$  1D1
� �F�G �HI  J-*K 
 �GL D2: G2�
M$  NHO �;P 
6NQ 

 
2/ CR, %S�MT %SU,�� %�V '() 

 �* 1�W '<�M: 6$L �<C2 
�'$ �CR, �	S  �GL D2: G2� 

M$ �1�C
T 

 
�/ ��:$ 3;XY 3�,� �H 'B 

'N,<S  �GL D2: G2�
M$ �;U 
�NQ 

 
1/ '()  �*  $ZP 2 $[�  $ZP 1/2/ 

'�123�: 1�W ��� ����$ 
�;��\  �
�+ �<]^ 39� ��� 
:=$  �GL G2: G2�
M$ �;�1 
F�L� �;P6NQ 5�  

 
�/  �GL S2: G2�
M$ '()  �* 

1�W '<S�M: 11_S ��1234 
�+� �����$ �1C`�Q 

 
 
 

 

3/    The cost of medical examination referred to in 

sub-article (2) of this Article shall be covered 

by the agency if conducted for more than 

once. 

 
4/     Unless the worker fails to be deployed for 

work for reasons attributable to himself, the 

agency shall refund all the worker’s expenses 

referred to in sub-article (2) of this Article. 

 

5/     Where the worker fails to be deployed for 

work for unjustified reasons after all 

necessary conditions are fulfilled, he shall 

cover all the expenses incurred by the agency 

in accordance with sub-article(1) of this 

Article. 

 
 

 

PART THREE 

OBLIGATIONS OF CONTRACTING PRTIES 

16.    Obligations of Private Employment Agency 

1/    Without prejudice to the obligations specified 

in other provisions of this Proclamation and 

other laws, any private employment agency 

shall have the following obligations: 

 

a) to prepare and submit for approval to the 
competent authority a procedure 

regarding the recruitment and 

registration of job seekers before 

commencing his work; 

b) to pay the required fee for issuance, 

renewal and replacement of its license as 

determined by regulations issued in 

accordance with this Proclamation; 

c) notify the competent authority six 

months prior to ceasing its operations; 

 

d) to submit the contract of employment to 
the competent authority for approval and 

registration if it provides the service 

specified in sub-article 1(b) of Article 2 

of this Proclamation; 

e) execute other obligations specified in 

directives issued by the competent 

authority in accordance with this 

Proclamation. 
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2/ ����$ �6 :a  �H 2�� �<S] 

;� ��
 ��� ����  ��! "#$% 
'()  $ZP $[�  $ZP /1/ 3�1234 
'�b;_ �<3�= ����� ��>' 
�
:- 

 
A/ c,d: 308 I1 '�� �9�$ ]: 

�6 :a  �H 2�� S2;];�Q 
 
2/ ����: 2/��� �H1� 31De 

'B �� 1�\4� �+� 11J� 
�� 1fD�g: �;W-�^Q 

 
�/ 'Ph	 �����:$ ���� US�! 

��� :
 ';iW^ ����:$ 2�D 
 �_ S2;��D2	Q 

 
1/  j� ��� :
 2;,W� ��� 

�G>$ 2;kk
 �<S��
 ����� 
:$ ���� %S�! 'lmnS "� 
G% ��� X$�D P/C o  NHO 
�;p6N� 2<q�r> �;U�NT 

 
�/ 2�� �6 :a �<
3: ���� 

��� :
 'p6Z ' $, �H Es 
:�^ '�� D� �;];�Q 

 
W/ '() $[�  $ZP �� B6
 /�/ 

1�W ����:$ �6 �� 
;];� V
t2 �()  �*  $ZP 
05 $[�  $ZP /4/ 5$6�7'Z 9� 
�p6Z: ��� :
 5$j]WF ' $, 
�H Es :�^ 2<q�r> �;U�NQ 

 
]/ ��:$ '<��' Es �uLW�]v$ 

w�
� G)
 �17'NQ 
 
x/ �6 :a 2�� �D3:$ ���� 2�� 

'<yz'  �H D2: �lmnS "�G% 
��� X$�D P/C o '05 Z$ :�^ 
 U:X �;�1F�LT ��� CR, �2; 
�\4 �;W-�^� �)${ 1W| 2<q�> 
�;NWLQ 

 
Z/ 3:a  �H �<SZHGg:$ 1W                     

|�� �lmnS "�G% ��� X$�D 
P/C o 5$jW-�^  ,H0 �;N 
WLQ 

 
 
 
 

 

  

2/ In addition to the obligations provided for in 

sub-article (1) of this Article, a private 

employment agency which sends workers for 

employment abroad shall have the following 

obligations: 

a)     not to recruit a job seeker below the age 

of 18 years; 

 

b)  before referring the worker for medical 

examination, confirm that the overseas 

position is secured and all other pre-

requisites are fully realized; 

c)    not to terminate the contract of 

employment before acquiring the consent 

of the worker in writing to transfer him to 

another employer; 

d)  to get approval from the Ethiopian embassy 
or consular office and notify the Ministry 

to form a new contract or to modify the 

existing one after acquiring the consent of 

the worker; 

 

e)   to deploy the worker for work within one 

month after the employment contract is 

approved; 

f)     subject to sub-article (4) of Article 15 of 

this Proclamation, to notify the Ministry 

within one month for cancellation of the 
approved contract of employment if the 

deployment of the worker is not 

materialized in accordance with 

paragraph (e) of this sub-article; 

g)   to observe the cultural values of the society 

and public morality while performing its 

work; 

h)   to register a worker sent abroad, within 

fifteen days, with the nearest Ethiopian 

embassy or consular office ensure that the 

worker has obtained a work permit, and 

submit such information to the Ministry; 

i)     to submit information collected from 

abroad after being authenticated by the 

nearest Ethiopian embassy or consular 

office; 
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'/ CRz 3�]7: Es  $�K '�,� 

�H Es :�^ 3$ SD�} ���~� 
2�� �6 :a  �H �1D�Q 
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j)   to deploy at least 50 workers abroad within 

six months from the date of obtaining his 

license; 

k)   to provide a worker who has sustained an 

employment injury with the necessary 
medical aid on his return; 

 

l)  to ensure that the worker has acquired the 

necessary skill for the intended 

employment abroad and to produce 

evidence to prove such fact; and  

m)  where a worker deployed abroad sustains a 

bodily injury or dies, to immediately 

investigate and notify the Ministry the 

cause of the incident and the measures 

taken. 

 

17.    Obligation of Workers  

 

     Any worker deployed abroad shall have the 

following obligations: 

 

1/ to carry out his work in accordance with the 

contract of employment; 

2/     to respect the laws and cultural values of the 

country of employment; 

3/     to give true information in connection to his 

employment.  

 

18.     Returning Worker to his Home Land 
 

1/ A private employment agency shall have the 

obligation: 

a) to return a worker to his home land and 

cover all the expenses incurred in 

connection to his return upon the 

termination of the contract of 

employment of the worker; and 

 

b) if the worker sustains grave bodily 

injury or dies while working in the 

country of employment, to return the 

injured worker or the body and his 

personal effects to his home land, and 

to cover the expenses thereof. 
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2/ Where the worker terminates the contract of 

employment without good cause, the private 

employment agency may claim the expenses 

incurred in connection to his return. 

 
19. Obligation to Report 

 

Any private employment agency shall submit 

reports, to the Ministry at every three month, on its 

foreign exchange earnings transferred to domestic 

banks. 

 

20.   Protection of the Rights of Workers 

 

1/ A contract of employment concluded between 

a private employment agency which sends 

workers abroad and a worker shall fulfill the 

minimum working conditions laid down in the 

laws of Ethiopia and shall in no circumstance 

be less favorable than the rights and benefits 
of those who work in a similar type and level 

of work in the country of employment. 

 

 

 

2/ The private employment agency shall, in 

addition to the rights and benefits provided for 

the sub-article (1) of this Article, be 

responsible to ensure the rights, safety and 

dignity of the worker. 

 

22221111.   Advertisement 

      

    No private employment agency may advertise a 

job opportunity in any mass media unless the 

advertisement contains; 

 

1/ the agency’s name and address; 

2/ the license number to operate as a private 

employment agency; and 

3/  correct information relating to the vacancies, 

number of workers required and qualification 
requirements. 
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22.  Liability 

The private employment agency and the third party 

shall jointly and severally be liable for violation of 

the contract of employment concluded with a 

worker to provide the service mentioned in sub-
article 1(b) of Article 2 of this Proclamation. 

 

 

23.  Requirement of Guarantee 

1/ Any private employment agency which deploys 
workers abroad in accordance with this 
Proclamation shall, for the purpose of protecting 
the rights of the workers, deposit the following 

amount of money, 50% in a blocked bank account 
and 50% in the form of approved and irrevocable 
instrument of guarantee from a recognized financial 
organization:  

 

a) for up to 500 workers USD 30,000 or its 

equivalent in Birr; 

 

b) from 501 up to 1,000 workers USD 

40,000 or its equivalent in Birr; 

 

c) for 1,001and above workers USD 50,000 

or its equivalent in Birr. 

 

 

2/ A private employment agency that deploys 

workers abroad in more than three countries 

shall be required to deposite an additional 

amount of guarantee as provided in paragraph 

(a), (b) or (c) of sub-article (1) of this Article.  

 

3/ Where the worker dies or sustains a serious 

bodily injury and the private employment 
agency fails to return the body or injured 

worker, the Ministry may withdraw the 

guarantee fund deposited in accordance with 

sub-article (1) or (2) of this Article for the 

return of the body or the injured worker. 

   

4/ Where the guarantee fund is used in 

accordance with sub article (3) of this Article, 

the private employment agency shall replenish 

the fund within ten days. 
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5/    The Ministry may release the guarantee fund 

after six months from the termination of the 

employment contracts of the workers sent 

abroad by the private employment agency, 

unless a claim connected with workers rights 
and benefits is pending before a body 

empowered to adjudicate such claim. 

 

24.   Minimum Wage 

 
The Ministry may issue directive governing the 

minimum wage of overseas workers depending on 

the situation of each country. 

 

25.    Unlawful Acts 

1/ It shall be unlawful for a private employment 

agency to: 

 

a) deploy a person under the age of 18 to 

work abroad; 

b) charge a worker payments in cash or in 

kind other than provided for in sub-

article (2) of Article 15 of this 

Proclamation; 

 

c) present or give false information to 

recruit and deploy overseas workers; 

 

d) deploy a worker on a job that harms his 

moral and human rights or disgrace the 

country’s image; 

 

e) amend any approved employment 

contract without notifying the Ministry 

and securing its approval; 

 

f) withhold or deny travel or other 

pertinent documents of a worker, for 

any reason, without his consent before 

or after his deployment; 

 

g) deploy a worker to a country other than 

that specified in the contract of 

employment or in its license; 

h) transfer its license to another person; or 
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i) engage in providing services other than 

the permitted type and place of service. 

 

2/ It shall be unlawful for a worker to: 

 

a) present false information for the purpose 

becoming eligible for recruitment; 

 

b) present false information to be included 

in the personal data form or contract of 

employment. 

 
26.  Burden of Proof 

Where a worker who is deployed abroad by a 

private employment agency institutes an action 

relating to conditions of work, the agency or the 

employer shall, if it challenges the allegation, be 
responsible to disprove it. 

 

PART FOUR 

SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION OF LICENSE 

 
27.    Suspension of License 

1/   The competent authority may, until such time 

that the irregularities are rectified, suspend a 

private employment agency’s license, where 

the license holder: 

a) has failed to renew its license; 

 

b) has failed to provide accurate and timely 
information or to submit a report it has 

been requested in accordance with this 

Proclamation; 

c) has failed to display its license in a 

conspicuous place in its office; 

 

d) has failed, as ascertained by an inspector, 

to provide the required services in 

accordance with this Proclamation; 

e) has failed to protect the rights, safety and 

dignity of citizens it has deployed abroad; 

or 
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f) has contravened the provisions of this 

Proclamation, or regulations or directives 

issued pursuant to this Proclamation. 

 

 

2/   Where a license is suspended under sub-article 

(1) of this Article, the competent authority 

shall notify the license holder, in writing, of 

the reason of suspension and the measure to be 

taken to rectify the shortcomings within 30 

days. 

 

3/  A license holder who has received a written 

notification pursuant to sub-article (2) of this 

Article shall rectify the shortcomings within 

the time limit specified in the notification; 

4/  The competent authority shall immediately lift 
the measure of suspension where it is proved 

that the grounds that caused the suspension are 

rectified. 

28.   Revocation of License 

      

   1/   The competent authority may cancel a private 

employment agency’s license where the 

license holder: 

a) is found to have engaged in illegal 

activity; 

b) is proved to have obtained the license on 
the basis of presenting false evidence; 

 

c) has failed to fulfill its obligation of 

providing guarantee in accordance with 

this Proclamation; 

d) has failed to rectify, in accordance with 

sub-article (3) of Article 27 of this 

Proclamation, the shortcomings which 

caused the suspension of the license; or 

e) ceases its operation or is dissolved. 

 

2/ The competent authority shall, before deciding 
to revoke the license of a private employment 

agency, give the license holder 30 days prior 

notice specifying the reason for the revocation 

and the opportunity to challenge it. 
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3/ Where the license holder fails to submit its 

opposition within the period provided for in 

sub-article (2) of this Article or its opposition 

is considered groundless, the competent 

authority may revoke the license. 

4/   Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-article 

(3) of this Article, the competent authority may 

delay the revocation of a license where it is 

deemed necessary to protect the rights of 

workers deployed abroad by the license holder. 

 

29.    Appeal 

 

1/ A private employment agency which is 

aggrieved by a decision of the competent 

authority to suspend or revoke its license may 

appeal to the Federal First Instance Court or to 
a regional high court within 15 days after the 

decision has been served to it. 

 

2/ The decision of the court on the appeal 

submitted under sub-article (1) of this Article 

shall be final. 

 

30.    Effect of Suspension or Revocation 

 

1/   Without prejudice to sub-article (2) of Article 

21 of this Proclamation, where a decision by 
the competent authority to suspend or revoke a 

license becomes effective, the private 

employment agency shall forthwith cease to 

carry on the employment exchange activity. 

 

2/   The suspension or revocation of a license may 

not relieve a private employment agency from 

any claim of workers deployed abroad that 

may arise in connection with the license. 

3/ Where the license of a private employment 

agency is revoked, the agency shall return the 

license to the competent authority within 10 
days. 

 

4/ The competent authority shall notify the 

concerned organs of the revocation of the 

license. 
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PART FIVE 

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

 

31.     Functions of Public Employment Service 

 
 The functions of public employment service shall 

include the following: 

1/   issuance of licenses to private employment 

agencies and supervision of their activities to 

ensure their compliance with the conditions 

of their licenses; 

2/ approval and registration of employment 

contracts of citizens to be employed abroad 

upon investigating such contracts to ensure 

that they incorporate basic conditions of 

work stipulated by law; 

3/     facilitating the resolution of disputes that 
may arise between workers and private 

employment agencies through providing 

conciliation and legal counseling services; 

4/ providing per-employment and pre-travel 

counseling to citizens about the country of 

their deployment; 

 

5/  facilitating the resettlement of citizens who 

return to their home country after 

deployment abroad; 

 
6/  facilitating the lawful labour migration by 

studying labour market situation abroad and 

within the country; 

 

7/    monitoring, through the Ethiopian embassies 

or consular office, the overseas employment 

opportunities and protecting the rights, 

safety and dignity of citizens deployed 

abroad; 

8/   maintaining and analyzing vital information 

concerning citizens deployed abroad and 

dissemination of the same to the concerned 
organs; 

9/  facilitating the bank remittance of citizens 

remunerations to their home land during 

their employment abroad. 
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32.   Conditions for Permitting Direct Recruitment 
 

1/   The Ministry may permit a direct recruitment 

of an employee to be deployed abroad where: 

 
a) the employer is a staff of an Ethiopian 

diplomatic mission; 

 

b) the recruitment is executed in accordance 

with a treaty to which Ethiopia is a party; 

 

 

c) an undertaking situated in the country 

employs a worker for a branch office that 

exists abroad; 

 

d) a job seeker acquires a job opportunity by 
his own accord; 

 

 

e) an undertaking situated abroad wishes to 

employ a worker for its own. 

 

2/ A contract of employment for direct recruitment 

as provided for in sub-article 1(c) , (d) or (e) of 

this Article, shall only be acceptable by the 

Ministry where: 

 
a) the rights, safety and dignity of the 

worker could be ensured by obtaining 

evidence, as attested by the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs: 

 

/1/  from the Ethiopian embassy or 

consular office of the country of 

employment; or 

 

/2/    where there is no Ethiopian embassy 

or consular office, in the country of 

employment, from that country’s 
chamber of commerce or ministry in 

charge of labour or foreign affairs; 

 

 

 

 

b) evidence confirming the existence of life 

and disability insurance coverage 

pursuant to Article 33(1) of this 

Proclamation has been presented; and 

 
c) a round trip ticket has been presented 

together with the contract of employment. 
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3/  Where it is confirmed that the employer of a 

worker recruited directly as provided for in 

sub-article (1) of this Article has contravened 

the contract of employment and violated the 

rights, safety or dignity of the worker, the 
Ministry shall take the necessary measures to 

remedy the situation. 

 
33.   Insurance Coverage 
 

1/   Any worker deployed abroad, shall be covered 

by a life and disability insurance nationally or 

abroad by the employer.  The Ministry may 

issue a directive prescribing the details. 

 

 

2/  The concerned private employment agency or 
the worker shall present the insurance policy 

document to the Ministry.  

 

 

34.   Prohibition 
 

1/    Unless the Ministry permitted an employer to 

recruit directly in accordance with sub-article 

(1) of Article 32 of this Proclamation, any 

Ethiopian may be allowed to go and work 

abroad only through a private employment 
agency. 

 

2/    The Ministry may prohibit the deployment of 

citizens abroad where it is of the opinion that 

their safety might be at risk due to the country 

of destination being a war zone or it is facing 

natural calamity or the outbreak of disease or 

due to other similar causes. 

 

 

3/   No person may engage in providing 

employment exchange service by receiving 
payment of charges from employees. 

 

35.   Inspection 
 

1/    The competent authority shall have the power 

to assign inspectors to oversee the operations 

of  private employment agencies and ascertain 

their compliance with the requirements of 

providing employment exchange services. 

 

2/ Any inspector assigned by the competent 
authority shall have the following powers and 

duties to: 
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a) enter the office of any private employment 

agency, during working hours without 

prior notice, and examine relevant 

documents or make inquiries; 

 
 

b) carry the identity card issued to him by the 

competent authority; 

 

 

c) check the appropriateness of the office of 

a private employment agency for its 

operations prior to issuance or renewal of 

license or change of the place of work; 

 

 

d) ensure that private employment agencies 
give orientations to workers to be 

deployed abroad on the general conditions 

of work and the situations they may face 

in the countries of destination; 

 

e) undertake appropriate investigations 

where he receives complaints as to the 

contravention of this Proclamation, or 

regulations or directives issued pursuant to 

this Proclamation by a private employm- 

ent agency; 
 

f) control unlawful employment exchange 

activities; 

 

g) verify whether workers to be deployed 

abroad have acquired the necessary skill 

and obtained the appropriate certification. 

 

3/ Any inspector shall submit, to the competent 

authority, the findings of its inspection 

conducted pursuant to sub-article (2) of this 

Article, together with its recommendations on 
the administrative or legal measures to be 

taken. 

 

4/ The Ministry may issue directive on the 

procedures of conducting inspections pursuant 

to sub-article (2) of this Article. 

 

36.   Deployment of Labour  AttachAttachAttachAttachés  
 

The Ministry shall, in consultation with the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and after acquiring the 
permission of the higher authority assign labour 

attachés as may be required, to ensure the 

protection of the rights, safety and dignity of 

workers deployed abroad. 
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37.   Powers and Duties of Labour AttachAttachAttachAttachés 
 

The powers and duties of a labour attaché shall 

include the following: 

 
1/    to undertake appropriate follow up activities 

to ensure protection of the rights, safety and 

dignity of workers deployed abroad; 

 

 

2/    to ascertain the financial status and capability 

of an employer to hire workers and to verify 

other information; 

 

3/  to gather relevant information regarding 

overseas representatives of private employ- 

ment agencies and furnish the same to the 
Ministry; 

 

4/  to collect information relating to overseas job 

opportunities and employment and furnish the 

same to the Ministry; 

 

5/ to provide the Ministry with information 

regarding the visa and residence permit 

requirements and labour legislations of country 

of destination; 

 
6/    approve the conclusion and renewal of 

contract of employment, as may be necessary, 

for Ethiopians holding their national passports, 

and notify the same to the Ministry; 

 

7/   to verify the license, registration certificate and 

other similar documents of the overseas 

representative of a private employment 

agency; 

 

8/     to ascertain that the overseas representative 
of a private employment agency meets the 

conditions prescribed under sub-article (2)(b) 

of Article 7 of this Proclamation. 

 

38.   Structure 
 

 The Ministry shall establish the necessary 

structure for discharging the functions specified 

under Article 31 of this Proclamation. 

 

 

39.   National Committee 
 

1/  To protect the rights, safety and dignity of 

citizens a national committee shall be 

established by the Government. 
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2/ The national committee shall have the following 

powers and duties to: 

 

a) ensure the proper implementation of this 

Proclamation; 
 

 

b) ensure that organs providing counseling 

service to and carry out resettlement 

programs for citizens returning to their 

home land for various reasons are 

provided with the necessary cooperation 

and support; 

 

c) cause the conducting of studies with a 

view to concluding bilateral agreements 

with receiving countries on issues relating 
to employment and thereby establish 

conducive situation; 

 

d) where the rights of citizens are infringed 

or injuries are inflicted to them in thhe 

receiving country, ensure that legal 

actions are taken against the responsible 

persons; 

 

e) ensure that persons engaged in unlawful 

employment exchange operations are 
immediately brought to justice and 

penalized; 

 

f) cause the creation of public awareness 

concerning illegal employment exchange 

activities; 

 

g) facilitate the exchange of overseas 

employment information with concerned 

organs and the strengthening of the 

information data base; 

 
 

h) adopt its own rules of procedures. 

 

 

PART SIX 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
 

 

40.   Penalty 
 

 
1/ Any person who, without having obtained a 

license in accordance with this Proclamation: 
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a) engages in providing employment 

exchange service in Ethiopia, shall be 

punishable with imprisonment for a term 

of not less than three years and not 

exceeding five years and with a fine of 
Birr 10,000 (ten thousand Birr); 

 

b) sends any Ethiopian abroad for work shall 

be punishable in accordance with Article 

598 of the 2004 Criminal Code of the 

Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia. 

 

2/ Any private employment agency which 

engages, while its license is suspended, in any 

employment exchange activity shall be 

punishable with imprisonment for a term of 

not less than five years and not exceeding ten 
years and with a fine of Birr 25,000 (twenty 

five thousand Birr). 

 

3/    Any person who commits an offense, other 

than those stated under sub-article (1) and (2)  

of this Article, by violating provisions of this 

Proclamation, or regulations or directives 

issued pursuant to this Proclamation shall, 

without prejudice to Article 27 and 28 of this 

Proclamation, be punishable with 

imprisonment of up to two years or with a fine 
of up to Birr 10,000 (ten thousand Birr). 

 

41.   Power to Issue Regulations and Directives 
 

1/  The Council of Ministers may issue regulations 

necessary for the implementation of this 

Proclamation. 

 

2/  The Ministry may issue directives necessary for 

the implementation of this Proclamation and 

regulations issued under sub-article (1) of this 

Article. 

42.   Duty to Co-operate 
 

 Any government organ shall have the duty to co-

operate with the Ministry in facilitating conditions 

in accordance with this Proclamationto ensure the 

rights, safety and dignity of the citizens going 

abroad for employment. 

 

 

43.    Repealed and Inapplicable Laws 
 

1/     The following are hereby repealed: 

 

a) the Private Employment Agency 

Proclamation No. 104/1998; and 
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b)  sub-article (1) (f) of Article 170, sub-

article (4) of Article 172 and Article 176 

of the Labour Proclamation No. 

377/2003. 

 
2/    No law, regulations, directives or practice 

shall, in so far as it is inconsistent with this 

Proclamation, have force and effect in respect 

of matters provided for in this Proclamation. 

 

 
3/    Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-article (1) of 

this Article, regulations and directives issued in 
accordance with Proclamation No. 104/1998 shall, 
in so far as they are not inconsistent with this 
Proclamation, remain in force until replaced with 

regulations and directives to be issued pursuant to 
this Proclamation. 

 

44.   Transitory Provisions 
 

1/ A private employment agency licensed in 

accordance with Proclamation 104/1998 may 

continue its operations in accordance with the 
Proclamation; provided however, that it shall 

obtain a new license within six months from 

the effective date of this Proclamation.  It shall 

be a sufficient ground for revoking the 

previous license if it fails to obtain a new 

license within the given period. 

 

2/ Any labour dispute regarding a worker 

deployed abroad and pending, prior to the 

coming into force of this Proclamation, before 

any organ empowered to adjudicate labour 

disputes shall be settled in accordance with the 
law and procedure which were in force before 

the effective date of this Proclamation. 

 
45.    Effective Date 

 

This Proclamation shall enter into force up on 

the date of publication in the Federal Negarit 

Gazeta. 

 
     Done at Addis Ababa, this 6th   day of  August, 2009 

 
GIRMA WOLDEGIORGIS 

 
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA 
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